
  
 

I am PHYSICAL I need…  
I push and shove  and hit To channel my energy and feed my drive  
I jump and run and climb to move  through acceptable means.  
I tease 
 

Let me…. 
Pound long nails into a board or tree stump   
Hammer more nails at the toy workbench    
Pound more clay and playdough 
Play wrestling and roughhouse games 
Be the boss of the puppets and stuffed animals 
Sing loud songs and dance to loud music 
Jump and jump in safe places 
Draw on big paper with big, strong strokes 
Tell you things so you can write down my feelings in experience stories 
 
I am a SHY ONE I NEED 

I am quiet Time to observe and warm up 
I may not attract much attention Tools for joining play 
I usually do what you ask me to do 
I say very little 
I have few friends and enjoy being alone at times 
I seem to daydream 
I take my time in new situations or with new people 
My feelings are easily hurt 
 

GIVE ME 
Support and safety as I enter new situations   
Time to observe and warm up 
Positive words about how my body works 
Encouragement 
Playdates with one child at a time 
Small groups at school or other activities 
Ideas about how to join a group 
Opportunities to express myself my way 
 
I am a SHOWOFF I NEED 
I clown and make faces More self-confidence 
I want people to look at me More self-discipline 
I want to be the center of the stage 
I boast all the time 
 

HELP ME 
Have opportunities to do what I like to do and can do best  
Excel in something 
Have your personal interest and recognition 
Assume responsibility in positive ways 
Become aware of others          
Learn to care for stuffed animals, pets, other people 

Who I am…What I need 



 
I am an ATTACHED ONE I NEED 
I hang around you all the time Much love, support, nurture, and  
I make demands on your time and attention attention 
I get upset when you are involved with others 
 

SHOW ME BY 
Noticing me with a word, smile, or touch 
Working and playing with me   
Praising and encouraging me    
Inviting me to help or join in an activity 
Opportunities to separate with people and in places that are safe 
Being available but not stepping in too fast to help 
Create leadership and independence experiences for me to do and be successful 

 
I am a NERVOUS ONE I NEED 
I bite my nails Lots of security 
I twist my hair or chew on it 
I suck my fingers or thumb 
I bite my lip 
I chew on my pencil 
 

FOR ME   
Reduce the stresses 
Offer quiet activities 
Provide special time and recognition with important adults 
Help me think ahead and plan positively for difficult situations 
Allow me security objects or pictures appropriate for my age and situation 
 
 
How can you KNOW US?  You must:  
Observe us to understand us 
Think about how our behavior serves us 
Accept that we are doing the best we can with how our bodies work, how we understand the 

world, and with what skills we have 
Have knowledge of signs and symptoms of good mental health and of mental health needs 
 
How can you HELP US? 
Accept us—just the way we are 
Recognize our strengths, our gifts, our efforts 
Be open to knowing us and understanding us    
Find out what feels good to us and is rewarding to us 
Be friendly, patient, and kind 
Offer a consistent routine that respects who we are 
Adjust expectations, activities, and home environment to support us and help us be successful 
Help us learn other, more useful, or more appropriate behaviors that can help us in better ways 
Offer positive choices when possible, both to help us manage ourselves and as rewards 
Recognize our efforts with encouragement and praise 
 

 


